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Over the term, students will be working towards the learning outcomes and concepts outlined below.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
The students will be:

Deepening their understanding of the
seven Sacraments of the Catholic
Church.  The role of Liturgy will also be
investigated in conjunction with the
planning of communal prayer
experiences.

Students will explore the significance of the Sacraments
and their associated rituals and traditions from a Catholic
perspective. They will be asked to extend their
understanding through the making of connections
between these and with the rituals and traditions of other
religions.

Students will reflect on possible personal moments of
encounter to assist them in developing an appreciation for
identifying potential examples of places or events where
they may find signs of the presence of God in local and
global contexts.

ENGLISH
READING & VIEWING
The students will be:

● reading a variety of
literary texts to compare
and contrast the
similarities and differences
between various author
and illustrator styles

● developing comprehension
skills by  identifying the bias and prejudice in
texts.

WRITING
The students will be:

● focusing on the narrative genre
● exploring figurative language devices and use

these to create and present literary texts in
innovative ways

● refining editing skills will also be a focus.

SPEAKING & LISTENING
The students will be:

● exploring objective and subjective language, and
begin developing an understanding of when it is
appropriate to share personal opinions and
feelings.

MATHEMATICS
NUMBER & ALGEBRA
The students will be:

● developing further their understanding of decimals and
focus on applying the four operations to solve problems
involving decimal numbers.

● identifying efficient strategies to multiply and divide
decimals by powers of 10 will also be looked at.

MEASUREMENT & GEOMETRY
The students will be:

● exploring how to find the length, area and perimeter of
basic shapes.

● solving increasingly complex problems involving the
conversion of common metric units.

STATISTICS & PROBABILITY
The students will be:

● deepening students' understanding of data.
● learning how to construct, interpret and compare

different types of graphs, such as pie charts, bar graphs
and graphs where two variables have been use

● practising posing questions, collecting data and
recording their results.

INQUIRY
The students will be exploring the concept of respectful
relationships by investigating their personal attributes.
Links will be made between the impacts of these
attributes on their relationships with themselves and
others.

COMPELLING QUESTION:
How can I be the best version of myself?

UNDERSTANDINGS:
● Our emotions impact our behaviour.
● Knowing our strengths helps us to succeed.
● Respectful relationships can be achieved through

the use of positive coping strategies and problem
solving skills.

● Thinking with an open mind allows us to see and
understand different perspectives.



PHYSICAL EDUCATION

During Physical Education lessons in Term 2, students
refine and expand their range of skills, and perform them
with increasing precision, accuracy and control in more
complex movements, sequences and games. The sports
used to achieve this are netball and T-Ball.
Students use strategic thinking, communication and
cooperation to improve performance and participation.
They are required to work in groups, where they discuss
ways to design or modify a simple activity or game, and
consider the object of the game, the playing conditions,
the scoring and the rules and procedures for its safe
conduct.
Students identify the roles needed when participating in
modified sports, such as umpire, coach
or selector, and are supported in taking
responsibility for organising and
conducting competitive activities in
which decisions are made about
procedures, rules and fair play. They
identify strategies for the improvement
of skill development and game
performance.
Building up their fitness through
skipping sequences, tricks, partner work and exploring
Double Dutch.
Students will continue to develop awareness of the effect
of exercise on the body, for example increased heart rate,
breathing and sweating.

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES

The students will be developing their researching skills
to find factual information online and being able to
create a reference list. They will then use these facts to
create interactive quizzes to share with their classmates.
Students will also be representing their facts in an
infographic and learning how this is different to creating
a poster.

VISUAL ARTS

Visual Art in Term 2 will expand on student knowledge of
the role of colour in Art. Through the use of their visual
diary, students will develop and refine their ideas and
reflect the needs of our success criteria. In addition to this,
they will create a series of pieces with a focus on textile art
and collage through their studies of the works of Robert
Owen and Laura Blythman. Throughout the term, Year 6
students will continue to look in detail at the design
elements of colour, pattern and balance when creating
and responding to artworks. We will make links with our
inquiry topic Wellbeing by focussing on the role of artists
and colour.

PERFORMING ARTS

In Term 2 students will be continuing on from our Term 1
unit of learning “Chinese Shadow puppets”.  The students
have been busy creating amazing shadow puppets and
now is their time to produce and create the puppet
shows to present to an audience.  The scripted plays will
include Chinese music, sound effects, lighting and
dramatic elements to bring the show all together. It will
be a really exciting and amazing time showing their
creativity.  In the later part of Term 2 we will begin to
work on the choreography for our school production
which will be taking place in term three.  Students will
also have the opportunity to audition for the various
main roles or be a member of the choir.



LIBRARY

This term in Library lessons the students will continue to
build fluency in navigating the library with independence.
They will be encouraged to use their knowledge of the
library layout and cataloguing systems to locate texts for
their particular needs. Students will explore in-depth
particular parts of the library, such as Senior Fiction and
Non-fiction, developing mental frameworks to assist them
in navigating such areas to find books with an interest in a
particular topic.
Students will be exploring features of genres of fiction
novels and  identifying their preferred genre.

ITALIAN

The students will be participating in a unit of learning
called ‘La Pasqua in Italia.’ (Easter in Italy). This unit  will
introduce language and
phrases associated with
Easter. Students will explore
the importance of Easter in
Italy and how it is
celebrated. They will also
learn an Italian prayer.
Students will revise counting to 100 and beyond.


